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Teacher’s longterm orchestration of collaborative inquiry

Abstract
This explorative case study longitudinally examines teacher orchestration of an
inquiry learning process in a technology-enhanced elementary classroom. A 13month investigative study on cultural artifacts was conducted on 32 fourth grade
students who progressed to the fifth grade during the project. The activities were
mediated and documented using Knowledge Forum, a technology-enhanced
collaborative environment. Data were gathered from video recordings of whole-class
sessions and the teacher’s reflective diary entries. The coding scheme for the video
analysis focused on identifying the various orchestration events, while drawing on
theory and data-driven qualitative content analysis. Six types of orchestration events
effectively maintained the process during whole-class sessions. These events
supported the advancement of knowledge, reflection on inquiry, and pragmatic
organization of inquiry. The study also adopted CORTDRA diagrams that
highlighted temporal aspects of the orchestration events throughout the project.
Knowledge Forum enabled the longitudinal advancement of the project.
Keywords: collaborative learning, elementary school, inquiry learning, progressive
inquiry, teacher orchestration, technology-enhanced learning
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Introduction
Collaborative inquiry learning and associated practices to engage students in building and
creating knowledge are among the most promising methods to support in-depth learning,
especially when supported with technology (Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007; Littleton,
Scanlon, & Sharples, 2012; Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005; Scardamalia, 2002). This approach to
collaborative inquiry and knowledge creation is drawing the attention of many educators. It
involves challenging students to assume responsibility for the investigative process by, for
example, posing questions or generating working theories (Scardamalia, 2002; Scardamalia &
Bereiter, 2006; Zhang et al., 2011). However, in several cases, efforts to implement inquiry
learning have collided with the existing structures of classroom learning (Bielaczyc, 2013; Chan,
2011; Hakkarainen, 2009). For example, time limitations have hindered the fluent
implementation of projects or classroom practices do not easily transform into the intended
collaborative inquiry learning (Roth, 2002). In settings where the process and object of inquiry
are designed in collaboration with students, the outcome of an inquiry cannot be fully known
beforehand; this also applies to the phases of the process and content to be studied. Thus, when
teachers aim to implement collaborative inquiry, they must learn to acknowledge uncertainty and
be open, while simultaneously providing sufficient structuring and guidance. Although students
need support and advice to become active participants in the collective inquiry process, excessive
structuring and direction may undermine their epistemic agency.
In addition to the above challenges, an understanding of the teacher’s perspective of the
actual classroom practices that compose the long-term orchestration of collaborative inquiry
processes is essential. We do not yet know enough of what teachers do in the classroom while
implementing technology-enhanced inquiry learning (Greiffenhagen, 2012). Although studies
have been carried out on teacher practices of guiding here-and-now classroom interactions
(Mäkitalo, Jakobsson, & Säljö, 2009; Stahl, 2006), few detail the challenges of guiding inquiry
projects throughout an entire academic year (Dillenbourg, 2015; Mercer, 2008; Viilo et al.,
2011). This is critical to understanding the long-term trajectories of classroom practices and the
temporal flow of events, which generally involve multi-faceted topics and heterogeneous
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activities (Littleton & Kerawalla, 2012; Mercer, 2008). Here, we examine a teacher’s long-term
orchestration of collaborative inquiry, essential in collaborative inquiry learning, and report our
findings on a collaborative technology-mediated inquiry project conducted at an elementary
school. In this study, collaborative inquiry learning is a pedagogical approach based on the ideas
of knowledge building (Scardamalia & Bereiter; 2006) and progressive inquiry (Hakkarainen,
2003), where the aim is to enrich the participants’ initial knowledge and understanding through
collaboration. This kind of collaborative knowledge creation nevertheless demands teacher
facilitation in order to support learning through inquiry (Bybee, 2000; NRC, 2012). Using video
data and the teacher’s reflective diary notes, we analyze how the teacher, with the support of
Knowledge Forum, orchestrated sustained collaborative inquiry practices by structuring and
organizing the collective activities of the learning community.
First, we outline the challenges in orchestrating inquiry learning, followed by a
discussion of the teacher’s role in mediating the longitudinal process using corresponding
knowledge practices. Next, we describe the context of our study and the methods used to collect
and analyze data. Finally, we discuss our findings and their implications.
Challenges in orchestrating long-term inquiry learning
Teachers who aim to implement collaborative learning and knowledge creation often
encounter difficulties when seeking to create corresponding practices in their classrooms
(Bielaczyc, 2013; Chan, 2011; Hakkarainen, 2009). Several instructional and pedagogical
approaches exist, wherein the level of structure and prescription varies from highly specified
procedures to emergent practices developed in collaboration with students (Zhang et al., 2011;
see also Sawyer, 2011). The design of learning activities is often based on pre-set procedures
(e.g., pre-established scripts and structures embedded in curriculum material) that constrain and
determine the implementation of the learning setting (Dillenbourg & Jermann, 2007; Kirschner,
Sweller, & Clark, 2006). However, Zhang et al. (2011) emphasized principle-based approaches,
such as knowledge building, that define the guiding principles of a learning approach and allow
greater flexibility by relying on educational opportunities emerging from various learning
situations (Zhang et al., 2011). Accordingly, discourse on classroom inquiry reveals a tension
between researchers that highlight the importance of pre-set procedures (e.g., Kirschner, Sweller,
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& Clark, 2006) and those emphasizing emergent practices (Hong & Sullivan, 2009; Scardamalia
& Bereiter, 2006; Zhang et al., 2011). However, according to Sawyer (2004; 2011; see also Roth,
2002), the practical implementation of emergent collaborative learning requires teachers to
balance the structuring of a project with a flexible response to the ideas and practices that emerge
through collaboration.
While we use the concept of “orchestration” as a metaphor for defining the teacher’s
deliberate efforts as an agent in designing, planning, managing, and enacting collaborative
inquiry processes (Littleton, Sharples, & Scanlon, 2012), the computer-supported collaborative
learning (CSCL) community is still far from consensus on the definition of orchestration
(Dillenbourg, 2013; Roschelle, Dimitriadis, & Hoppe, 2013). The concept draws on the
metaphor of a teacher functioning as a conductor, which is analogous to a conductor
accommodating the interplay of musicians in an orchestra. The metaphor covers both the prior
arrangement of a performance and the dynamic management of people and activities to achieve
certain productive results (Sharples & Anastopoulou, 2012). Thus, we crucially acknowledge the
two meanings of orchestration, “orchestration design” and “dynamic orchestration” (Sharples &
Anastopoulou, 2012).
Orchestration design refers to pedagogical scenarios that describe the organization of
learning to model sequences of learning activities from a particular time and event, as well as
from participant perspectives (Dillenbourg, 2015). Orchestration graphs (who does what and
when) resemble algorithms that make pre-planned educational activities visible (Dillenbourg,
2015). However, the more explicit the educational structure, the less opportunity there is for
spontaneous teaching (Sharples & Anastopoulou, 2012). By contrast, dynamic orchestration
captures a teacher’s multilayered work across multiple learning activities supported by
technology-enhanced learning. This could describe, for example, individual, social, toolmediated, and changing learning situations (Dillenbourg, 2013; Dillenburg, Järvelä, & Fischer,
2009). Dynamic orchestration focuses on the need for teachers to have a bird’s eye view of
simultaneous, ongoing activities occuring on different planes: individual, group, and the class as
a whole (Dillenburg, Järvelä, & Fischer, 2009; Sharples & Anastopoulou, 2012). In addition,
Looi and Song (2013; also, Song & Looi, 2012) emphasize the unplanned aspects of enacted
5
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activities. They argue that a teacher’s skills and pedagogical understanding are crucial to
productively coping with unpredictable classroom situations.
Dynamic orchestration has also been explored in relation to improvisational classroom
teaching (Sawyer, 2004; Sharples & Anastopoulou, 2012). According to Sawyer (2004; 2011),
guiding an emergent collaborative inquiry process requires disciplined improvisation. Such an
approach treats collaborative learning as a shared social activity wherein all participants manage
the collective process, not only the teacher (Sawyer, 2004). For example, instead of asking factbased questions or evaluating a given answer, the teacher encourages students to provide various
types of solutions or ideas to facilitate collaborative improvisation. Despite the freedom offered,
the teacher must guide the collective process to ensure that learning objectives are met (Sawyer,
2011).
“Discipline” refers to aspects of the pedagogical framework that a teacher considers to
be more or less fixed (e.g., good practices that students have already mastered) and
“improvisation” involves novel aspects and activities that a teacher hopes will be achieved by
exploring fluid or unexpected opportunities (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2011). The interpretation of
disciplined improvisation is not only momentary spontaneity, but also the unplanned spaces
between the planned and implemented curriculum, as well as planned openings in particular
lessons that provide opportunities for the unexpected (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2011).
Improvisation requires attention to the needs and ideas of students (Barker & Borko, 2011) and
willingness to share control of an activity when appropriate. In addition, Beghetto and Kaufman
(2011) point out that an emergent process not only focuses on momentary classroom discussions,
but is also based on the teacher’s broader decisions to use structured plans and routines versus
reliance on partially improvised practices.
Thus, rather than the mere here-and-now management of discourse interactions, this
study focuses on the long-term orchestration of inquiry activities, specifically a teacher’s efforts
to structure and organize inquiry activities that enable the class to reach the objectives of the
inquiry project.
Mediating inquiry
6
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Orchestrating collaborative inquiry can be achieved through deliberate but flexible
structuring and systematic guiding. However, as Sawyer (2004) and several others (Barker &
Borko, 2011; Erickson, 2011) have underscored, improvisation and co-constructive processes
can work only if participants have internalized several patterns and routines of shared inquiry.
Supporting student generation of independent ideas and promoting collaboration within a
classroom community is impossible without a developed classroom culture, practices, and
specification of social and technological tools that can support and channel students’ activities
(Bielaczyc, 2006; Zhang et al., 2011). In collaborative inquiry learning, the use of a networked
learning environment often offers the tools to organize learners’ inquiry practices and activities
based on shared objects (Lonchamp, 2012). However, educational technologies must be
integrated with social practices enacted by the students and teacher (Hakkarainen, 2009; Ritella
& Hakkarainen, 2012). Although software such as Knowledge Forum (hereinafter KF) supports
co-constructive processes and the creation of shared knowledge (Lonchamp, 2012), a teacher is
still required to establish productive routines and practices. To this effect, a teacher’s efforts are
critical: they cultivate shared practices that channel collective work in a way that elicits inquiry.
Students can participate in a knowledge-creating inquiry only when they are deliberately
guided to follow corresponding practices (Hakkarainen, 2009). A teacher is needed to facilitate
the deepening of inquiry, deal with the pragmatic organization and management of project work,
support social relationships and build communities, and sustain reflection on the shared inquiry.
These kinds of knowledge practices can be characterized as epistemic, reflective, or
sociopragmatic (Beguin & Rabardel, 2000; Rabardel & Beguin, 2005; Ritella & Hakkarainen,
2012). Knowledge building and theories of collaborative inquiry have strongly addressed the
importance of epistemic mediation (Ritella & Hakkarainen, 2012) by emphasizing how
collective tools assist learning community members to externalize their thinking through texts or
other representations as well as make their ideas and the knowledge sought available to others
(Hakkarainen, 2003; Lonchamp, 2012). Beyond epistemic mediation, Rabardel and Beguin
(2005; also Beguin & Rabardel, 2000) distinguished other kinds of processes: mediating
practices using collaborative technologies, i.e., “reflective mediation” and “socio-pragmatic
mediation” (Beguin & Rabardel, 2000; Ritella & Hakkarainen, 2012). These two categories will
7
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be used here. The former includes shared reflection to guide advancement of an inquiry and the
latter relates to coordinated efforts in building communities and interactions around the shared
knowledge-creation objectives, as well as organizing and managing the knowledge creation
processes.
The present study longitudinally examines The Artifact Project, which was mediated by
KF and conducted in an ordinary elementary classroom in Finland. Using data from video
recordings of whole-class activities and the teacher’s reflective diary notes, the study analyzes
how the teacher orchestrates a longitudinal inquiry learning process. We address the following
research questions:
1.

What are the types of orchestration events and processes utilized by the teacher to
maintain longitudinal collective inquiry learning?

2.

How did the collaborative learning environment (i.e., Knowledge Forum) support
and mediate the collective inquiry process?

Method
Study participants and setting
The Artifact Project (“The Past, Present, and Future of Artifacts”) was designed as a
qualitative case study, both explorative and longitudinal in nature (Saldana, 2009; Yin, 1994).
The research was conducted at an ordinary elementary school and aimed at restructuring
classroom practices toward collaborative progressive inquiry practices by creating a community
with shared learning and inquiry goals. The key objective was to engage students in building and
creating knowledge about cultural artifacts by collaboratively constructing their own conceptual
and material artifacts relating to the topic (e.g., documents, visualizations, and models of
designed objects) (Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, Viilo, & Hakkarainen, 2010). The project was
designed by researchers and the class teacher, and took place in her classroom in Laajasalo
Elementary School, Helsinki, Finland, from 2003 to 2004. The teacher had previously completed
a long series of inquiry projects and acted as the regional ICT support teacher. A total of 32
students participated in the project. At the beginning of the project, all students were 10 years
old. The project covered around 139 lessons (the duration of each lesson was 45 minutes) across
8
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three terms and integrated school subjects such as history, Finnish, science, design, and
technology. Figure 1 illustrates the main phases and activities of The Artifact Project.

The Present
The Past
•
•
•
•
•

Classifying artefacts
Design and usability
of artefacts
Historical evolution
of artefacts
Time line of artefacts
Exhibition of history
of artefacts

Spring
12 weeks
KF=1040 notes

•

•
•
•
•

Exploration of
movement and
interaction
Exploration of light
Exploration of
electricity
Exploration of clock
mechanisms
Exploration of
magnetism and metals
Spring-Fall
17 weeks
KF=687 notes

The Future
•
•
•
•

Examining and
designing lamps
Analysis of future
user needs
Concept designing
of future artefacts
Exhibition of
designed lamps
Spring
10 weeks
KF=188 notes

Figure 1. Phases and activities of The Artifact Project

The Artifact Project commenced in the second term of fourth grade and lasted three terms
(or 13 months) until the end of fifth grade. The entire classroom was engaged in planning and
conducting the project. The students worked in teams throughout the project and student
combinations varied at different stages. Minimal work was done individually (e.g., listing
artifacts that a student had personally used during the day). The teacher had introduced the
progressive inquiry approach (Hakkarainen, 2003) to the students in the fall, during their first
term, by conducting a small project.
The present project began with discussions about progressive inquiry with the students
and their ideas about appropriate collaborative investigations. The aim was to encourage the
students to come up with their own ideas about how to study artifacts and, with the teacher,
design various learning activities and field trips. The researchers and teacher together designed
the general theme and associated pedagogical infrastructure for the project, but the actual project
design emerged through student-teacher interaction without strict, pre-determined plans. The
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stages of the project were based on previous ones and the students’ ideas of what and how they
would like to study. Although the present investigators and teacher had regular planning sessions
throughout, the latter was responsible for revising and adapting plans in practice.
The project challenged the students to analyze everyday handheld artifacts within their
cultural contexts. The aim of the project was to provide students with an authentic and
meaningful context for studying the historical evolution of artifacts, to engage students in designbased science learning (Fortus & al., 2004), and to familiarize them with design practices.
Observing and examining the historical evolution of artifacts offers an understanding of how and
why these objects respond to our needs and are designed in a given way. Before the actual
project began, the teacher created the foundation for the longitudinal project. The students were
introduced to inquiry practice and new supportive tools through activities that supported
questioning, hypothesizing, and explaining by asking them to explore artifacts in their
environment and analyze their functionalities. They also learned to use the new learning
environment (software), Knowledge Forum.
In the first phase of the project, The Past, a historical investigation of artifacts and their
functionalities was conducted. An understanding of the diversity of artifacts provided the basis
for invention and improvement of these artifacts. The Past phase included 53 lessons. For the
historical investigation, each student team chose a type of handheld artifact they found
interesting, that is, a ball, clock, lamp, spoon, jewelry, lock and key, and money. The students’
ideas drove the investigation into the past of the selected artifacts. They visited museums and set
up an exhibition of the studied artifacts, which also included interviews with relatives about their
memories of a particular object. The historical inquiries of these items led the students toward
the second phase of the project, The Present, which comprised 44 lessons. During this phase, the
students explored scientific phenomena related to the chosen artifacts, such as the movement of a
ball, the functioning of a lamp and light, and the characteristics of metals. They were guided to
ask questions and perform their own scientific experiments as well as those based on already
available science kits. The third phase of the project, The Future, was conducted under the shared
leadership of a professional designer and the teacher. The participants designed lamps and other
future artifacts. While designing, students were creating conceptual (what it does), technical
10
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(how it works), aesthetic (how it looks) and constructional (how parts fit together) solutions
(Barlex, 2007). The design process was conducted in teams, which involved sketching, drawing,
and building prototypes or models. The Future phase extended over 42 lessons.
The technical infrastructure of the project was provided by KF, which is designed to
support collaborative knowledge building and the sharing of knowledge (Scardamalia, 2002;
Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). KF is essentially a database consisting of knowledge created and
organized by the students and the teacher; it allows visual organization when creating an
interlinked series of views (background pictures with computer notes). By authoring notes, the
students contribute ideas, theories and reference materials, to views, which are workspaces for
various streams of inquiry. The synthesis of knowledge is encouraged by several supportive tools
that allow students, for instance, to build on, or annotate their fellow students’ notes or create
rise above notes for synthesizing a completed inquiry. When a database is in active use, KF
saves all stages of the participants’ inquiry, presenting the collectively created cumulative
process. During The Artifact Project, 30 views and more than 1,000 notes were created in the KF
database. In addition to text, the views and notes contained large quantities of visual data, such
as sketches, drawings, and photographs.
Data collection and analysis
This case study is based on video data and materials in the teacher’s reflective diaries, all
of which were collected during the longitudinal study project. The teacher entered data in the
project diary template several times per week throughout the project. The diary entries included a
structured part wherein the teacher described classroom activities (e.g., time frame, location, and
social organization of activities) and a reflective part where the teacher wrote her own
impressions of the process. The aim was to support the teacher in reflecting on her teachings in a
systematic manner. The template called for reflection on the organization of practices,
development of inquiry, functioning of the community, and role of technology in supporting the
process. In this study, we use the teacher’s reflections in a descriptive manner to depict her
background reflections of the ongoing project phases.
In total, we filmed 56 lessons revealing classroom practices. Approximately one-third of
the lessons from the first two project phases, the Past and Present, were recorded. We excluded
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the Future phase from the video data, because the professional designer was primarily
responsible for guiding the students’ design process (see Kangas, Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, &
Hakkarainen, 2013). In addition, we excluded 12 lessons that involved, for instance, a parents’
evening, museum visits, and exhibition openings. Since we had limited video recording
resources, the rationale underlying the selection of the sessions was based on researcher-teacher
negations over various project activities: we recorded sessions that the teacher viewed as crucial
to starting a new activity or sessions that systematically covered important aspects of the project
(sessions involving teamwork or the whole class). The teacher’s diary provided descriptions of
activities not included in the video data. Further, with the help of the teacher’s structured diaries,
we discovered that the episodes filmed with the whole class accurately represented unrecorded
activities involving the whole class.
The videotaped activities from the Past and Present phases were divided into episodes (f
= 34) considered distinguishable when the type of activity (e.g., planning and discussing an idea)
or social organization (whole class, team, and independent work) changed. The purpose of this
rough episode-level analysis was to identify data relevant (i.e., sessions with the whole class) to
our examination of the long-term orchestration process (Ash, 2007; Derry et al., 2010; Klette,
2009; Lehesvuori, Viiri, Rasku-Puttonen, Moate, & Helaakoski, 2013). We analyzed all episodes
with the whole class to depict how the teacher, along with the students, conducted the project.
We also examined teamwork episodes, which generally took place between joint episodes. The
analysis revealed that during the teamwork sessions, the teacher would go around the class (see
also Greiffenhagen, 2012) mainly repeating previously given instructions and encouraging teamlevel collaboration. All strategic guidance of the longitudinal project was delivered during
episodes involving the class as a whole, and these episodes were consequently our focus. Table 1
presents part of the episode-level categorization of the video data.
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Table 1. Selected time span of recorded episodes and data analysis.
DATA
Stages of the
project
The physical
phenomena of
light

The videotaped episodes
24 Organizing working theories, 31
min

25 Organizing working theories 27 min
26 Urging in creating deepening
working theories and questions, 10 min

27 Creating deepening working
theories 35 min
28 Starting to do experiments, 14 min

The physical
phenomena of
force

29 Doing experiments, 65 min
30 Connecting electricity toolkit
experiment to earlier student questions,
setting the experiment, 11 min

31 Doing experiment 30 min

Episode level of analysis
Social
organization
of episodes
Whole class

Team
Whole class

Team
Whole class

Team
Whole class

Type of
activity

Event level analysis of
orchestration
(See CORDTRA diagrams
in detail)

Planning

Recollecting previous inquiry
activities
Discussing deepening inquiry
Discussing ideas
Practical management of activity

Discussing
ideas

Recollecting previous inquiry
activities
Practical guidance of inquiry
Assessing the advancement of inquiry
Discussing ideas
Practical guidance of inquiry
Practical management of activity

Discussing
ideas
Planning

Discussing
ideas

Practical management of activity
Practical management of activity
Discussing ideas
Practical guidance of inquiry
Recollecting previous inquiry
activities
Recollecting previous inquiry
activities
Assessing the advancement of inquiry
Practical management of activity
Practical guidance of inquiry

Team

To examine the teacher’s orchestration of the inquiry process, we continued our analysis
of the episodes with the whole class at a more detailed level (see Table 1). We did not focus on
teamwork, group interaction, collaboration, and other social aspects of inquiry that have already
been intensively studied in the field of learning sciences and CSCL (Mercer & Littleton, 2007;
Stahl, 2006). The qualitative content analysis focused on identifying those issues relevant to how
the teacher maintained shared activities. A coding scheme was created to address the overall
form of the shared activities. Such coding schemes require interpretation on the part of the coders
(Angelillo, Rogoff, & Chajavay, 2007). A combination of theory-based and data-driven
approaches was used to develop the coding frameworks (cf. Saldaña, 2009; Klette, 2009); these
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were created on the basis of preliminary analyses of data as well as reflections on the data in
relation to the theoretical outlining of the present study (cf. Seale, 2006). Qualitative content
analysis was systematically employed using ATLAS/ti software (Chi, 1997; Friese, 2012; Kelle,
2006; Klette, 2009) and focused on recognizing the teacher’s orchestration events (f = 123). Six
types of orchestration events were identified from the video data: (1) discussing ways of
deepening inquiry (e.g., collaboratively developing a research plan) (2) discussing inquiry ideas
(e.g., discussing electricity and current) (3) recollecting previous inquiry activities (e.g.,
evaluating aspects from the KF lock-and-key view that could be used as a basis for working in
the next phase) (4) assessing the advancement of inquiry (e.g., jointly reflecting on an ongoing
situation in relation to advancing light experiments) (5) practical guidance of inquiry (e.g.,
asserting the importance of speaking in turns), and (6) practical management of activities (e.g.,
physical arrangements of work). Extracts from the different types of orchestration events are
given in Appendix 1.
These orchestration events can be seen as recurring epistemic routines or inquiry
practices that structured the participants’ joint activity. Under the teacher’s guidance, the
students dealt with various challenges, unforeseen obstacles, and enacted situations (Beghetto &
Kaufman, 2011; Erickson, 2011; Sawyer, 2011; 2009). To ensure credibility in interpreting the
results, we used both researcher and data triangulation (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007). We
cross-checked our interpretations with accurate definitions of categories and by examining the
inter-coder reliability of classifications (Cohen’s kappa). The inter-coder reliability coefficient
for the classification of the episodes into six types was .85 (Cohen’s kappa), which was regarded
as acceptable. The teacher’s reflective diaries together with the video data ensured validated
interpretations (i.e., data triangulation).
Next, we focused on the role of KF during the orchestration events and created a parallel
coding scheme (Klette, 2009). We did so by answering the following questions: Was KF the
collective basis for working when the inquiry results were projected on a shared screen for
reference and discussion? Was KF the concrete developing object in their inquiry when the class
collectively discussed and developed ideas and plans, and the shared screen was used to
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externalize their ideas visible in real time? Was KF not in use? The inter-coder reliability
coefficient for classifying the episodes into three categories was .94.
In this longitudinal qualitative case study, we used a data visualization technique
(chronologically oriented representations of discourse and tool-related activity [CORDTRA]
diagrams) to provide a temporal account of the relationships among the various orchestration
events and the use of KF (Hmelo-Silver, 2003; Hmelo-Silver et al., 2008). Hmelo-Silver and
colleagues (2008, 2009) proposed the use of CORDTRA diagrams to obtain information on
multiple coded data over time. Luckin et al. (2001) originally developed the technique for the
single-learner context, which Hmelo-Silver et al. (2009) then further refined for use with teams
and technology-mediated learning. They used CORDTRA diagrams to support an analysis that
extends beyond coding individual speech acts by visualizing discourse structures and the usage
of helping tools (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2008, 2009).
In this study, we used an orchestration event as the unit of analysis in the CORDTRA
diagrams, where the two coding schemes (i.e., six types of orchestration events and use of KF)
were graphically represented side by side on a single timeline. In practice, we created the
diagrams as scatter plots, using an Excel spreadsheet to trace the rhythmic recurrence of the
orchestration events across the longitudinal project. The diagram represents the video-recorded
orchestration events chronologically. This kind of visualization can be rationalized through
temporality; the graph depicts the trajectory of activities (Mercer, 2008), recognizing both the
historical and the dynamic qualities of time (Lehesvuori et al., 2013). According to several
researchers (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2009; Lemke, 2000), visual representations are needed for
understanding the processes involved in sociotechnical systems—who is participating, what
participants are actually doing, and how participants and actions are related. As Lehesvuori and
colleagues (2013) emphasized, without the visualization of the chronological dimension of
learning, the data analysis would be limited to the description of the categories used.
Results
When analyzing the sessions with the whole class, we concentrated on the teacher’s
active efforts to guide the inquiry across various activities. We focused on examining the
unfolding of events and how these supported the ongoing activities. Our analysis indicated that
15
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these episodes comprised six types of orchestration events that served various functions in
advancing the inquiry activity at hand and were present in different combinations in each wholeclass episode. These six types of orchestration events fell under three categories. The first two
types appeared to relate to epistemic mediation, the third and fourth to reflective mediation, and
the fifth and sixth to socio-pragmatic mediation, as outlined in the introduction (Rabardel &
Beguin, 2002). Table 2 depicts the interrelation of the epistemic, reflective, and pragmatic
aspects of inquiry; orchestration events; and the role of KF.

Table 2. Association between orchestration events, aspects of inquiry, and role of KF.
Aspects of inquiry Orchestration events

Role of Knowledge
Forum (when used)

EPISTEMIC

Discussing ways of deepening inquiry (f=13)

Collective basis or

PRACTICES

Discussing ideas (f=20)

Developing object

REFLECTIVE

Recollecting previous inquiry activities (f=15) Collective basis

PRACTICES

Assessing the advancement of inquiry (f=24)

PRAGMATIC

Practical guidance of inquiry (f=20)

PRACTICES

Practical management of activity (f=31)

Collective basis

The teacher maintained the epistemic aspect of inquiry by supporting practices wherein
the students discussed ideas as well as ways of deepening inquiry. In discussing ways of
deepening inquiry events, the class was engaged in the collective development of strategies to
continue the inquiry at hand. When the class was collectively discussing ideas, they addressed
the concrete content or phenomenon targeted by their inquiry (i.e., object of collective inquiry).
Both events focused on understanding the phenomenon and advancing the epistemic artifacts
under construction.
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The level of reflection necessary to advance inquiry was maintained through
orchestration events related to recollecting previous inquiry activities or assessing the
advancement of an inquiry (see Appendix 1). By recollecting previous inquiry activities, the
teacher aimed at activating the students’ memories of previous activities (e.g., information from
a mind map and museum visits) on which the subsequent inquiry was built. During the
assessment of the advancement of an inquiry, she gathered the class to reflect on the present
situation and how they should proceed. These reflective practices were needed to bridge past and
future inquiries in the present and enable advancement by changing or redirecting inquiries as
necessary.
Furthermore, the teacher maintained the pragmatic aspects of the work by providing
practical guidance and/or managing the activity (see Appendix 1). During the practical guidance
of inquiry events, she concentrated on providing practical guidance for advancing the inquiry.
Occasionally, the guidelines involved detailed explanations of how to speak in turn, what to
observe, how to write notes, how to take care of responsibilities or distribute the work, and how
to adequately participate in inquiry. During the practical management of activity, the teacher
focused on organizing the physical arrangements for working. She organized the classroom
space according to the requirements of the activity and provided instructions or permission to
start or stop, thus handling the lesson transmission. The pragmatic components of the work
included building and managing social relations and interactions, as well as handling and
enabling an effective inquiry process.
KF played a distinct role in each type of inquiry practice, although its usage was not
always foregrounded. The epistemic practices involved placing students’ ideas at the center of
joint activity during whole-class episodes. The ideas represented by KF sometimes provided the
basis for referring to or discussing the phase or advancement of the project (see Figure 2a). At
other times, KF entailed developing the object of inquiry while the epistemic ideas were
projected on the shared screen and collectively developed further (see Figure 2b). When used in
the context of reflective practices, KF functioned only as a collective basis for inquiry. Students’
ideas were often gathered by the teacher and collectively examined using the shared screen. At
times, an individual student’s notes inspired discussion and helped the class find ways of
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continuing. When used in a pragmatic context to represent the students’ ongoing inquiry, KF
functioned as a collective basis for their activity. To prepare their forthcoming activities, the
teacher sometimes created new views that shaped the pragmatic activities.

(Insert Figures 2a and 2b about here, e.g., next to each other.)
Figure 2a. KF as a collective basis. The teacher capitalized on the students’ KF notes to
deepen their inquiry. Their discussion on the interior of a cable was based on the students’
earlier experiments.
Figure 2b. KF as a developing object. The class collectively read through and organized their
initial working theories and questions on the basis of the main question: What is light, and
how does the lamp produce its light?
In the following analysis, we used the CORTDRA diagrams to examine how the
longitudinal inquiry process was facilitated by various orchestration events and how KF was
used during the whole-class episodes. The CORDTRA diagrams (Figures 3a and 3b) visually
represent the development of the longitudinal artifact project. The diagrams allowed us to trace
and visually depict unfolding interrelations among recorded inquiry episodes, orchestration
events, and the use of KF (Klette, 2009). The vertical axis represents the categories defining the
same units of analysis—the nature of orchestration events and the use of KF. The horizontal axis
refers to the timeline of the project phases (Past phase in Figure 3a and Present phase in Figure
3b) associated with the whole-class episodes and the flow of orchestration events within the
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episodes. The red vertical lines mark the time periods (days or weeks) during which we were
absent from the classroom. The black vertical lines signify other breaks between episodes due to
a change in the aim of an activity or a lesson break. The vertical rectangles denote the teamwork
episodes in which the students continued their project activities between or after the whole-class
episodes.

Figure 3a. Past phase. Figure 3b. Present phase. The CORDTRA diagrams of interrelations
among recorded inquiry episodes, orchestration events, and use of KF.

Analysis of the CORDTRA diagrams revealed the regular presence of orchestration
events throughout the project. Despite the varied order of different orchestration events during
the episodes, we interpreted the unfolding pattern of the events maintained by the teacher. The
beginning event or one of the events beginning the episode was reflective; the teacher engaged
her students in recollecting previous inquiry activities or assessing the advancement of an inquiry
(where we are now and where we need to go) (marked with a green or violet triangle in Figures
3a and 3b). The epistemic events wherein the students and the teacher were discussing ideas or
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discussing how to deepen the inquiry (what we know and understand and how to study more)
occurred often in the middle of the episode following the reflective event. The episodes generally
ended with pragmatic events involving the teacher’s practical guidance and/or management of
the activity before moving to teamwork (how to organize a subsequent activity). However, some
episodes did not comprise all types of mediated practices; for example, the epistemic practices
were not always present. Usually, such whole-class episode happened before or after a teamwork
activity during which the students continued their inquiry process.
The analysis also revealed certain differences between the Past and Present phases of the
project regarding the pattern of the orchestration events. There appeared to be more events that
involved reviewing the advancement of the inquiry and discussing the deepening of the inquiry
in the Past than in the Present phase. This is understandable because more planning and
practicing of an inquiry were needed when starting the project. In the Present phase, the
collective activities concentrated on experimenting with light and electricity. Hence, shorter
chains of events occurred around the pragmatic organization than in the Past phase.
The CORDTRA diagrams further revealed that KF was actively used during both of these
phases of The Artifact Project and mostly used as collective basis for working. In providing
guidance for the students’ teamwork, the role of KF as an epistemic instrument of the developing
object was more central in the Past than in the Present phase. However, during the Present phase,
the KF database was mostly developed through students’ teamwork instead of through wholeclass activities.
Sawyer (2004, 2011) emphasizes that the pursuit of emergent processes needed for the
collaborative creation of knowledge requires many shared epistemic routines or recurring
patterns of activities that dynamically structure the emergent aspects of creative processes. While
the orchestration events provided routines for the participants to rely on and to anticipate the
ongoing situation, these events also offered the chance to collectively deal with unforeseen
challenges and novel opportunities. Although the present inquiry project was longitudinal, the
nature of reflective, epistemic, and pragmatic events was relatively stable across the project. The
data did not indicate a change in the teacher’s orchestration practices during the project, for
instance, as a function of the participants’ familiarity with the practices. The nature of
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orchestration events was sometimes more flexible and at other times, more structured (see also
Klette, 2009; Lehesvuori et al., 2013); however, their main aim within the activities did not
change. In the following section, we provide a more detailed, contextual description of
orchestration events by describing their interrelation within a particular episode and linking this
episode to the longitudinal trajectory from the teacher’s perspective, using data from her diary.
Flow of orchestration events during whole-class episodes
Here, we use one example to depict how the flow of orchestration events formed a
collective episode, illustrating the teacher’s orchestration efforts during the long-term inquiry
process. The example was selected for describing part of the longitudinal trajectory, during
which mutual knowledge advancement progressed through changes between whole-class
activities and team activities. This cumulative process was collated through KF. To demonstrate
this, we selected a whole-class episode that provides a meaningful and holistic narrative and
reveals: (a) How the various types of orchestration events assisted in advancing the collective
episode; (b) The teacher’s strategic reflections and the background information about the
activities through her reflective diary; (c) How the episode and the teacher’s reflections were part
of the trajectory (continuum) in pursuing the longitudinal, object-oriented inquiry; (d) How KF
maintained the object-oriented inquiry trajectory.
Based on these criteria, we present Episode 26 in detail from the beginning of the second
(the Present) phase of the project. In the Present phase, the collective episodes were based on
experimentation with the physical phenomena of the artifacts that continued and deepened the
questions that were already set in the Past phase. The teacher decided that the entire class would
concentrate on these phenomena by creating problem frames within teams. In the Past phase, one
team researched the historical development of lamps, their functions, and the effects of lamp
designs. In the past phase, each team’s inquiry processes and research questions were organized
in separate KF views. At the beginning of the Present phase, all of the students first created their
own initial theories of what light is and how a lamp produces light in the new KF view (named
Lamp and related phenomena) that the teacher created.
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The teacher’s background organization of the work in KF is reflected in her diary. We
interpreted that the teacher was not satisfied with the students’ initial theories in KF view:
“I decided to do a new view [in KF] named ‘lamp and related phenomena’ for the purpose [i.e., producing
specific theories and questions for answering the main question]. Theories were written. I read the theories.
I was thinking that they should somehow be organized, because the view seemed to be rather chaotic. The
theories were still quite superficial. /.../ However, I was glad when I noticed how some issues from the
history phase [Past phase] were brought up now.”

Next, before the example episode, the teacher and the students together evaluated this
collective KF view. The students similarly pointed out that this KF view needed organizing (see
also Viilo, Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, & Hakkarainen, 2016). Thus, together, they created a plan to
organize the theories under collectively invented headings; each team then continued with the
organization of the KF view. Later, the teacher recorded the questions generated by the students,
which emerged through interactions with her:
”30.9. We were examining what kind of [KF] notes had been made. We were organizing notes under the
headings that we had created together. At the same time, we were considering what kinds of questions the
notes were answering: Where does the light come from? What is producing the light? The source of light.
What is light? How can the light be used? What is light like? Burning.”

However, her later reflections in the diary indicated her continued dissatisfaction with the
progress of the students’ theories. The teacher collated the organized students’ theories in the
same view and placed them on the shared screen at the beginning of Episode 26. The activities in
our example (Episode 26) showed how the teacher wanted her students to continue the question–
explanation process and tried to invite students to develop their own theories in KF. The episode
demonstrates the teacher’s response to the students’ current thinking and work on KF. She began
by discussing her own ideas with the students and referred to their past activities, while
switching off the lights in the classroom, to organize the class for the episode and recollect
previous inquiry activities. Her main concerns are presented in the following extract from this
event:
…/What if we first look at what we’ve accomplished. I think we need to start from there. In my opinion,
you didn’t go into enough detail about the light thing. But I’ll make that [text on the screen] a bit bigger.
/… [Recollecting previous inquiry activities]
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Guiding the students to concentrate, the teacher led them to assess the ongoing phase of
the project and to consider those issues that were not present in their initial theories. The teacher
provided practical guidance for reading the shared screen quietly:
”Now I hope that you won’t talk at all yet, but instead look, so this would awaken some ideas. Hey, put the
pencils away. So I’ve now collected all of them into one pile. Quietly read by yourself, then soon I’ll scroll
down. Quietly by yourself without useless chatter. Think about what is essential about the light (long
break). [Practical guidance for inquiry]

The next reflective event, assessing the advancement of inquiry, proceeded in silence while the
teacher asked the students to reflect on their KF notes and ponder the need for further “why”
questions:
“Then you still have these questions in your notes at the end (break, where they read and reflect quietly).
Now I hope that you've come up with some “why” questions about the light. Things that weren't answered
by your theories. Does anyone have any “why” questions”
[Assessing the advancement of inquiry]

The silent assessment and review served as a basis for the present ideas to be developed
in the next epistemic event, discussing ideas, when the teacher urged the students to think about
the important characteristics of light. Here, she directed the students’ attention to their written
theories in the KF notes. However, she selected only a few students’ answers to be shared
collectively and did not focus on maintaining the discussion. She seemed to have a plan, and her
aim was to direct the students’ attention to the content of their notes:
“Teacher: What do you think is essential about light? Just the most important things.
Michael: You cannot touch or feel it in any way, except through sight.
Teacher: That’s good. Let’s start from there; we sense light through sight. So what do we see when we
sense light? Many of you have listed light sources in your work; well, what light sources are there?
Anna: (unclear) Lamp.
Teacher: So this kind of light sources that produce the light themselves. A candle is a good example. Well,
what is it that produces light in this world? Nico?
Nico: The sun.
Teacher: But we also see things other than the light sources. We see many things that don’t create light.
Now think of “why” questions that relate to this. Does anything come to mind?” [Discussing ideas]

This discussion suggested the teacher’s desire to direct the students’ attention to the
epistemic work and no longer engage in the collective development of the theories. Next, as part
of practical inquiry guidance, guidelines were given on how the students should continue. Here,
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the teacher encouraged her students to develop their own theories, re-evaluate their ideas, and
continue with further questions:
“Now think of the kind of “why” questions that relate to this. Does anyone have any? Do you think you
could continue from your own theories by adding “why” questions to them? Because then the nature of
light would become clearer to you as you’re talking about the essence of light. If we try it like that, then we
can’t all work at the computers this morning. And then you should look up your own theory [in KF] and
continue there with further questions.” [Practical guidance for inquiry]

She concluded this whole-class episode with practical management of the activity. Here,
she created the physical arrangements for working and guided the students to work in pairs,
using the computer:
“(unclear)
Teacher: You could do it like that in pairs, but now it’s more important that it contains the “why” questions.
Who already has an idea of some “why” questions? Now, since we can’t all fit in here, you go first (lists
students names). Do you have any ideas, Dan?
Let’s continue then; we have our final class in the computer lab.
Theo: Hey, teacher, there’s a typo in the first paragraph.
Teacher: Would someone join Laura?
Teacher: And the rest of us will continue with this math.
[Practical management of activity]

The reflections in her diary indicated that she had not been satisfied with the progress of
the project thus far, but she urged and helped the students to concentrate and deepen their
thinking. After the reiteration of this why-question–explanation process in KF, she gave the
student teams the freedom to independently choose their research topics. Later, in her reflective
diary entry, she noted her relief that the students were able to come up with relevant questions in
the KF notes without too much direction from her. Subsequently, the aim was to plan the study
of their chosen topics and form core questions about them:
“2.10. I urged them to wonder and make more in-depth why questions. I remember explaining that the
theories were not yet detailed and deep enough. /.../
Now we were getting deeper into things. The questions started to become more detailed and focus on some
specific phenomena related to light. In fact, we discovered many varied things about light, and the groups
themselves chose a topic that they wanted to start to study.
I asked the students to think about how light could be studied. They wrote about this in their notes, which
contained their core questions. Later, I asked the students to make a proper research plan and to explain
what tools and equipment they would need. /.../
The groups later went through the questions thoughtfully, also reading the other groups’ questions. Each
group then tried to choose or modify the core question [that] they would be studying. The students did this
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in groups, sitting at tables; one of them wrote their core question in KF. In addition, the students wrote
combined notes on how they could study light.”

As shown in the teacher’s diary entries before Episode 26, she was delighted by how the
students’ own theories written in KF notes were building on their knowledge from the Past
phase. The teacher’s diary entries subsequently revealed the students’ ability to continue their
inquiry process beyond the described episode. This was due to the teacher’s active background
work (i.e., she had followed the students’ achievements in KF before the session) and practical
guidance during the whole-class episode. When examining the students’ research questions and
theories in KF together, the teacher’s instructional ideas supported their deepening inquiry. The
teacher’s reflections after the episode also represented the continuum of the process afterwards;
the student teams set the final questions that they wanted to study in KF. Teacher guidance was
also crucial to organizing peer support for modifying the questions in KF. According to the
teacher’s reflective diaries, she later guided the students to design science experiments based on
these questions in order to develop explanations. Throughout, the role of KF was crucial in
supporting the process trajectory; it mediated the cumulative nature of the inquiry and connected
the teacher’s and the students’ mutual efforts.
In the episode example, KF was used as a collective basis for the project. The students’
ideas recorded in KF notes were projected on the shared screen. If used, KF generally worked as
a collective basis for all reflective events. In the episode example, the reflection occurred when
earlier student questions were projected on the wall using KF; the students’ role in this event
involved silent reading. This way, the teacher encouraged them to consider the need for more
explanation-seeking questions. Similarly, the KF notes that students had generated earlier were
often projected on the wall during the epistemic events. These prior ideas were often used as a
basis for developing the content of the inquiry. However, sometimes the KF ideas were
developed collaboratively, and KF worked at the same time as a developing object that mediated
the process (Viilo et al., in press). Nevertheless, in this episode example, the epistemic event was
the teacher’s brief interaction with the students: the event focused the students’ attention on the
object of their inquiry. Later, in episode 27, students continued working with KF to deepen their
inquiry process further. Overall, during the pragmatic guidance and organization events, KF
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always worked as the collective basis for the project if used. As in the cited episode, the teacher
often referred to the process in KF and practically organized further student work, but KF
remained in the background.
While the present investigative project involved the pursuit of genuine inquiry with
emergent problems and directions, it was not open-ended in terms of allowing the spontaneous
and free production of ideas. The project included learning objectives to understand the functions
of cultural artifacts at multiple levels. These objectives guided the teacher’s efforts to orchestrate
collective inquiry activities. Had the teacher not recognized promising paths in the students’
classroom work and KF notes, the students would likely have only scratched the surface of the
phenomena.
Discussion
This study examined how an experienced elementary teacher orchestrated the
collaborative inquiry process across a long-term project on artifacts. The participating students
collectively built and shared their knowledge by using KF, an advanced, collaborative software
application. The results of the present case study highlighted how the teacher was able to
orchestrate The Artifact Project in a contingent manner while responding to the ideas and
interests that students developed during the process (Sharples & Anastopoulou, 2012; Sawyer,
2011). Her orchestration design aimed at developing the collective emerging process (Sawyer,
2011; Zhang et al., 2011), not at completing pre-set inquiry procedures (Kirschner, Schweller, &
Clark, 2006). Nevertheless, she continuously reflected on the ongoing process and guided
students to follow certain rules and standards, such as establishing productive research questions
and making plans of inquiry (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2012; Cazden, 2001; Jurow & Creighton
McFadden, 2011; Olson, 2007). The realized orchestration often relied on KF, which promoted
the collective recollection of past processes and inquiry outcomes. This, in turn, supported joint
reflections on how to advance and focus subsequent inquiry efforts. In short, the orchestration
during the enacted activities included specific objectives, while providing opportunities for
mutual, as well as unexpected, development (Sawyer, 2011; Sharples & Anastopoulou, 2012).
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The results indicated that the teacher maintained the inquiry during the whole-class
episodes through six types of orchestration events, which fell under epistemic, reflective, and
sociopragmatic categories. These were routines and patterns of inquiry that facilitated the
coordinated pursuit of inquiry efforts across extended time frames. The categories were defined
in terms of the mediation modes distinguished by Beguin and Rabardel (2000; see also Ritella &
Hakkarainen, 2012). The CORDTRA analysis revealed that the aspects of inquiry were relatively
stable across the longitudinal inquiry project, and the teacher’s orchestration practices were
likewise consistent throughout. Using the orchestration events, the teacher interlinked the
different lines of inquiry and results of the ongoing discussions.
The results suggest that it is critical to engage students in work with conceptual artifacts
and improvement of their ideas, but such epistemic mediation is not enough. It is equally
important to create reflective practices that occasionally involve gathering students to jointly
reflect on their current level of knowledge and plan the advancement of subsequent inquiries
(Bybee, 2000; Roth, 1998). Moreover, ideas do not become activities without deliberate social
organizing, which involves solving the emerging pragmatic problems of cognitive labor
distribution, activity coordination, and integration of diverse inquiry lines (Hakkarainen, 2009).
In this study, the teacher facilitated the reflective assessment of an inquiry, as well as established
corresponding classroom practices; this was essential to the subsequent building and creating of
knowledge in small groups.
Recent research has explored the relationship of dynamic orchestration and
improvisational teaching (Sawyer, 2004; Sharples & Anastopoulou, 2012). The pursuit of
emergent processes requires several shared epistemic routines that dynamically structure the
evolving aspects of creative processes (Sawyer, 2004, 2011). In this study, the teacher’s
epistemic, reflective, social, and pragmatic knowledge work provided routines for the
participants. In improvisational and emergent interactions, the members try to build on each
other’s turns and operate in a changing environment (Sawyer, 2009). In this study, the
disciplined improvisation (Sawyer, 2004) was not interpreted as momentary spontaneity, but as
the longitudinal emergence of the project that provided opportunities for the unexpected (see also
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Beghetto & Kaufman, 2012). From this perspective, we were able to observe how the
participants built on each other’s contributions by advancing the collective objective of inquiry
during whole-class episodes. The knowledge work performed in teams and collective classroom
episodes were embedded in the long-standing trajectories of building on the students’ ideas and
inquiries.
During the whole-class episodes, the processes and outcomes of inquiry mediated by KF
were often projected on the wall to be discussed, referred to, or developed. KF enabled
externalizing, that is, it made the inquiry process visible, activated previously created knowledge,
and brought it to the center of attention (Scardamalia, 2002). KF also connected the process
across several dimensions, including student authority and teacher structuring and background
organization. Its usage was integrated with inquiry practices enacted by the participants,
becoming a “routine” or embedded practice within the classroom.
Essentially, the main challenge in orchestrating inquiry-based learning is managing the
balance of control between teachers, students, and technology and allowing learners the freedom
to explore within a structure that guides their process (Sharples & Anastopoulou, 2012). Serious
inquiries are object-oriented rather than open-ended in nature and this affects the nature of
teacher guidance as well. In this project, we demonstrated how teacher orchestrations were
oriented toward guiding the class to pursue the project’s objectives.
Thus, the implementation of longitudinal, collaborative inquiry learning requires teacher
support at multiple levels. An emerging project demands a flexible framework (macro level),
considering the high-level conjecture on how to support learning (Sandoval, 2014). Such a
project includes various pedagogical properties, such as the object of inquiry, a long time frame
(month or school term), participant structures (i.e., whole class and teamwork), various learning
activities (e.g., designing science experiments and making prototypes), visits to museums, and
use of technology and tools (Roth, 1998). Furthermore, the longitudinal orchestration should be
based on appropriating, adapting, and modifying learning activities such that students’ ideas can
be utilized. Such a project requires background work between sessions to create conditions for
the advancement of the inquiry (meso level). Additionally, during the enacted learning activities,
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the teacher’s orchestration should be based on the unique contributions that the students bring to
the curriculum (Roth, 2002; Sawyer, 2004; Zhang et al., 2011). The teacher’s orchestration
actions should be responsive and adjusted to support the targeted inquiry (micro level) (Parker &
Borko, 2012; Sawyer, 2012).
Limitations and implications
This case study only provides a tentative suggestion of how inquiry learning can be
implemented and promoted in elementary education. Because a case study occurs in complex
real-world settings, many variables cannot be controlled (Yin, 1994). Due to the qualitative
nature of the analyses, this research does not prove that the present inquiry approach could
always be successfully applied in different environments. Teaching and learning are always
performed in contextual settings and tend to be local in nature (Hedegaard & Chaiklin, 1995).
However, only experiences with context-dependent research settings can develop our
understanding and expertise in organizing and scaling up inquiry learning (Bielaczyc, 2013;
Flyvbjerg, 2006). Thus, there is a need for research on how to organize classroom practices
around authentic inquiry processes that integrate various school subjects and support students’
collaboration (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002; Scardamalia, 2002).
We conducted an in-depth analysis of video-recorded whole-class episodes that
demonstrated the teacher’s guidance practices. Data analysis methods were created in accordance
with theory- and data-driven qualitative content analysis and were conducted systematically. For
practical reasons, we were unable to record all the episodes of the project; however, the teacher’s
diary was used to confirm the representativeness of the video data. Between the whole-class
episodes, the students always worked in teams. These small group episodes were excluded from
the analysis, because we focused on the teacher’s longitudinal orchestration. Overall, the data
provided a comprehensive picture of the teacher’s guidance (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007).
Whole class teaching is a central school practice (Alexander, 2004; Myhill, 2006). In the
present case, the aim was to analyze the teacher’s longitudinal orchestration: how the teacher
guided students and discussed ongoing ideas or content during whole class teaching. However,
whole class teaching is often constructed primarily around the teacher’s agenda (Myhill, 2006).
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Although the whole-class episodes were inherent to the longitudinal Artifact process, the video
data collected from them can only show a part of the overall collective practices. In the present
case, the teacher’s diaries depict how the whole-class episodes were based on the students’
previous work and how the teacher built on these ideas. On the other hand, one limitation of our
study is that we did not analyze how the teachers’ speech or discourse patterns shaped the
learning situations (Klette, 2009; Lehesvuori, & al., 2013; Myhill, 2006). More rigorous analysis
is required to reveal how the interaction built on or hindered the different phases of the
longitudinal inquiry.
As the CORDTRA analysis showed (Figure 1 and 2, see also Appendix 1), the analyzed
episodes did not always include all types of mediated practices or events. The primary purpose
for selecting the example episode was to illustrate the flow of various orchestration events within
the same episode. However, in selecting the episode, we also wanted to offer a meaningful and
holistic narrative that would characterize the teacher’s orchestration work from several
perspectives. The aim was to describe one part of the longitudinal trajectory during which mutual
knowledge progressed alternately through activities in groups and with the whole class and KF
collated the cumulative process (see the detailed selection criteria in the subsection entitled Flow
of orchestration events during whole-class episodes). In addition, the selected episode illustrated
the role of KF, which was crucial in highlighting students’ ideas, whether or not the event itself
was interactive. Although these phenomena were present in different combinations throughout
the project, our objective to find an episode that illustrated several aims limited the possibilities
to only a few episodes.
Furthermore, this study adopted new methods of analyzing the temporal trajectory of
orchestration events. We applied CORDTRA diagrams that supported chronological analysis.
Since this was the first attempt to use the CORDTRA method in the context of teacher
orchestration, the unit of analysis was an event, not a verbal statement, as in previous studies that
analyzed video data (e.g., Hmelo-Silver, 2003; Puntambekar, Stylianou, & Goldstein, 2007).
This approach allowed us to visualize the trajectories of all the events during the project. As
highlighted by Lemke (2000), students participate in learning processes in multiple timescales.
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Lemke explains that we have limited knowledge of the teacher’s guidance in cumulative,
collaborative learning processes that are sustained over longer periods of time. In this study, the
use of the data visualization technique conveyed a dynamic sense of time and the transition
between orchestration events used during the defined periods (see also Lehesvuori et al., 2013).
Additionally, although video data were not always available from all of the project activities, we
were able to examine the teacher’s orchestration through different timescales—during the
different episodes and project phases. Similar analyses will open new possibilities for other
multiple timescale studies.
As Klette (2009) and Lehesvuori and colleagues (2013) suggested, it would be valuable
to consider multiple levels of analysis in order to establish complementary and reliable
interpretations. Visualization of multiple coding categories and how these construct different
trajectories as well as support of the cumulativeness of learning are still quite rare (Lehesvuori et
al., 2013; Lemke, 2009). Graphical representations of these trajectories provide valuable material
for both research and teacher education (Lehesvuori et al., 2013) by elucidating the
implementations of pedagogical aims. The present study is one of these rare contributions.
Moreover, it might be fruitful to compare visualized lesson plans (Dillenbourg, 2015) with
graphs of executed lessons to gain a better understanding of how lesson plans are realized in
classroom interactions.
In conclusion, to expand and scale up advanced inquiry practices, teachers’ actual work
in designing and conducting longitudinal inquiry projects should be made visible and analyzed in
detail. Despite their considerable pedagogical value, such projects are uncommon and difficult to
implement because of the constraints in subject-based curricula. To a significant extent, this
project relied on the high degree of teacher autonomy that characterizes the Finnish education
system (Haargreaves & Shirley, 2009). Moreover, the National Core Curriculum for Basic
Education highly values teachers’ pedagogical knowledge and skills and provides them the
flexibility to implement subject content and design in their own local curricula (Sahlberg, 2011).
This strategy creates opportunities for teachers to conduct integrative projects that combine
several school subjects. Analysis of teachers’ long-term orchestrating practices improves our
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potential to offer pedagogical models for inquiry projects and overcome the limitations of
traditional school culture (Bielaczyc, 2013).
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